
RISK MANAGEMENT
SOFTWARE MADE SIMPLE,
PRACTICAL AND WITH…

Shared, Simple, Swift



…SPOT-ON MANAGEMENT DATA
No risk manager can do it alone. He or she needs the trust 
and active feedback from all stakeholders to identify risks, 
guarantee data quality and monitor changes. An efficient, 
practical tool that is easy to use, can help: RISKID.

High-quality data: risks identified by the right people

Interactive management dashboards

Easily generated, clear-cut reports



COLLABORATIVE RISK MANAGEMENT

IN 5 SIMPLE STEPS

1 2 3 4 5



SHARED
Engage all relevant stakeholders

and create risk awareness

Interactive approach and active participation

Focus on collaboration and group interaction

Continuous updating instead of static Excel sheets

Shared responsibility, ownership and team focus

Social technology to facilitate human engagement



SIMPLE
Ease of use is in our DNA:  

in communication, design and reporting

Very easy to use, scientifically proven

Simple user interface with easy login

Active engagement regardless of time and place

Effective risk control at all organizational levels

Easy risk tracking and reporting over time



SWIFT
Scientifically proven to identify and

evaluate risks in 60% less time

More time for risk mitigation instead of registering

Accurate, up-to-date and higher quality information

Accessible anytime and from any place

Create more engaging and efficient meetings

Parallel working means high input in a very short time
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All relevant risks are swiftly and efficiently identified by 
the right stakeholders in an online environment.

Risks are scored on probability and impact and  
automatically generated as input for the risk meeting.

Risks are discussed for shared understanding and  
ownership within the group.

Appropriate measures are defined for the top risks. Risk 
owners and measure owners are assigned to manage risks.

Risk and measure owners can always update information,  
while auto alerts and dashboards keep everyone on track.



GOOD RISK MANAGEMENT 
LEADS TO LOWER FAILURE COSTS  

Risk management with RISKID: 

Saves valuable time, money and assets

Contributes to meeting deadlines and objectives

Helps make better informed management decisions

Compliant with all common risk management standards



SHARED, SIMPLE, SWIFT
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